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Bibliographies


Fowler, Carolyn. Black Arts and Black Aesthetics: A Bibliography. 2nd ed. (Georgia?): First World, 1981. MAIN, REFERENCE 016.7001 F785b

MAIN, REFERENCE 306.47097 I31


MAIN L016.70973 I72f


ML120 .U5J64


MAIN, REFERENCE 016.0013 J89b


ML128 .B45M4


ML120 .C36M8


ML128 .B45S5


ML128 .A37S6


AFRICANA L780.922 S727b


ML128 .B45V3


ML128 .C52W5 1996

Biographical Sources


ML385 .B43
*ML402 .H35B5*

*ML102 .B6H3*

*ML105 .I67 1999*

*ML102 .O6S5*

*AFRICANA L780.922 S727b*

*ML106 .U3T87*

Blues

*Listening Center Reference ML156.4 .B6A45*

*ML102 .J3B6*

*ML113 .667*

*ML 3521 .D48L3*

*ML156.4 .B6D5 1997*

*ML 102 .B6E63*

*ML 128 .B49F67 2007*


**Classical**


ML102 .O6S5


ML156.4 .V7T9


ML106 .U3T87

**Composers**


MUSIC STACKS ML128 .B45C3


ML156.2 .D44


ML105 .D44N3


ML390 .G75B6


ML128 .W5H63 B7


ML128 .B45H5


ML128 .B45H6


ML128 .W5H63


ML105 .I67 1999


ML106 .U3T57


**Dictionaries and Encyclopedias**


Discographies


Folk Music


(Also in Reference 016.398 H427b.2) ML 120 .U5H29


ML 102 .F66S74 2001


L016.90904 S998a

Whalum, Wendell. *Afro-American Folk Songs*. Atlanta: Atlanta University, 1971?

(Center for African and African American Studies. CAAS Bibliography, no. 7.)

ML 128 .F75W4

Gospel Music


ML102 .G6A6


ML102 .J3B6


ML156.4 .B6D5 1997


ML 102 .G6E63


**Individuals (alphabetic by surname)**


Neilson, Kenneth P. *The World of Langston Hughes Music.* Hollis: All Seasons Art, 1982.  ML134.5 .H8N4


**Library Catalogs**


**Miscellaneous**


Ragtime

MUSIC Library (Reference) ML 102 .R23J15

ML156.4 .R25J4

MUSIC STACKS ML156.4 P5L3

ML134 .J65P5

Rap Music

Listening Center (Reference) ML 156.4 .R27A45

ML 102 .R27B96

MUSIC Library (Reference) ML 394 .I366

ML128 .R36M3

MUSIC STACKS ML 3531 .S55R6 2005

MAIN, REFERENCE 782.42164 W523h

Reggae Music

ML3532 .M85R3

ML102 .P66T46

**Rhythm & Blues**


**Soul Music**


Spirituals

Abromeit, Kathleen A. *An Index to African-American Spirituals for the Solo Voice.*
ML128 .S4A3

ML128 .S54I6

ML 128 .V7T7
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